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What You Need To Know 
Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) activity is fraught with risk based on a 
variety of research showing that approximately 70% of all mergers fail to 
create value that matches a market-based rate of return, and that 
aggregate returns to buyers are basically zero. To meet the key goal of 
M&A – revenue growth that exceeds standard market investment – 
companies must align sales and revenue-creating departments so that 
they are prepared to be effective on Day One. This report provides 
guidance to M&A-facing executives and Chief Revenue Officers on key 
practices and analytic tools that can quickly accelerate sales team 
alignment with the goal of maximizing top-line revenue growth.  

The Sales Challenge for Mergers and 
Acquisitions 
The business case for mergers and acquisitions is typically based on 
synergies between all relevant parties to reduce operational costs, 
increase efficiencies of scale, maximize efforts, create high-performing 
teams, and grow top-line revenue. Of these operational tasks, revenue 
optimization is typically the most complex because of the difficulty in 
effectively identifying the collaborative data, network effects, and 
value-added client relationships associated with top-line revenue 
growth, particularly when a merger results in two sales teams that may 
have similar personnel, products, and relationships within a key global 
account. In addition, CRM integrations take significant time and energy 
while being biased towards the acquiring company’s preferences. 

To maximize value, the merged company must understand on Day One how to avoid unnecessary diversification, 
set consistent rules of engagement among all team members, decide which sales personnel should be responsible 
for specific products and services within the portfolio, and effectively work the current book of business without 
wasting further efforts. However, these goals can be a challenge because M&A activity is too often seen as an 
exercise in pure process integration or financial modeling, rather than a careful integration of people, 
personalities, and product portfolios.  

AT A GLANCE 

Business Challenges 
On average, M&A activity is a 
net-neutral investment. However, 
the goal of M&A is to increase 
revenue faster than the standard 
rate of return. For this to occur, 
mergers must make sales teams 
productive and focused on Day 
One. 

Solutions 
Blue Hill believes TrustSphere’s 
unique social network analytics 
capabilities provide newly merged 
companies with insights to 
prioritize and accelerate sales 
activity before enterprise 
applications such as CRM and ERP 
can be fully merged by merging 
existing relationships to clearly 
show the combined relationship 
network.  

Benefits 
Day One alignment to optimize 
sales activity from two or more 
teams that are now focused on a 
single goal: delivering 
revenue-based synergies. 
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Why TrustSphere Matters for M&A Activity 
Blue Hill believes that the specific challenge of sales integration represents the top concern for roughly a third of 
mergers, and that related staffing and cultural issues are a key concern for another third of M&A companies. To 
address these M&A problems, Blue Hill has identified a social network analysis vendor called TrustSphere, which 
provides important analytic, visualization and graphing capabilities to track the enterprise email, unified 
communications, and social connections for every relevant employee in newly-combined organizations after 
M&A activity. 

TrustSphere is a relationship analytics vendor that analyzes and displays a company’s collective social network 
based on email, phone calls, and other objective conversation-based data. By doing so, TrustSphere provides 
context and insights regarding the strength of the relationship between any employee and any specific person or 
organization.  

Through a product called TrustView, TrustSphere provides immediate reporting capabilities to visualize the 
aggregate collaboration and communications between all employees and key global stakeholders. By analyzing 
these networks of communication, sales, and account management, teams can quickly determine which M&A 
entity or department has the strongest relationships with any given named account or global account based on 
the evidence of social and collaborative interactions. As a result, newly-merged organizations can quickly 
conduct root-cause analysis across the entire social graph to understand which people within an organization are 
conducting the most efficient, reciprocal, and valuable conversations within any given account or business 
relationship. 

In addition, TrustSphere provides an additional product, LinksWithin, focused on providing individual users 
access to the combined social graph of both organizations in order to find the strongest relationships with a 
prospect or customer in a governed fashion that does not expose private data or conversations.   

Blue Hill Value Evaluation for TrustSphere 
To understand why TrustSphere provides value, consider four key sales team evaluation necessary before 
merged sales teams can move forward on Day One. 

I. Immediate evaluation of all disputed net-new, cross-sell, and upsell revenue opportunities prior to CRM 
integration. Customer Relationship Management software is a necessary evil in the sales world, but it is not 
reasonable to expect two enterprises to merge CRM platforms seamlessly in a Day One scenario. However, by 
using TrustSphere, it is realistic to create a united social graph across all relevant organizations that shows the 
TrustSphere-analyzed collaborative activity associated with each account and each key buyer throughout the 
recorded or archived email and communications activities that currently exist. By analyzing these graphs and 
seeing which personnel had previous relevant interactions, sales executives can make account decisions as neutral 
and evidence-based arbiters in assigning business resources to existing and potential clients where global account 
mapping may be disputed. 

II. Evaluation of each account representative's current breadth, depth, and relevance of work networks 
compared to existing territory. In addition to looking at disputed deals, companies can focus their analysis on 
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each account representative to see the frequency and strength of relationships between a rep and assigned 
accounts. By focusing TrustSphere on a single rep, sales managers can quickly determine whether any accounts 
are relatively ignored or underpenetrated, with the goal of either coaching the rep to approach the account more 
effectively or reassigning an account to an underutilized or more productive sales rep. 

III. Analyzing the depth of relationship between each account representative and each account across multiple 
channels. Multi-channel and omni-channel marketing and revenue activities are quite common as sales personnel 
use content marketing, social media, and other channels to converse with their key clients. To understand how 
often a relevant contact has been listed, TrustSphere can be used to analyze multiple written and verbal channels 
sent by a single account representative to see which channels are associated with each account, and to compare 
communications activity to current account qualification or sales opportunities. 

IV. Optimization of integrating two or more separate sales organizations into a cohesive organization based 
on a combination of territory, relationships, and communications activity. Sales representatives should work 
together on accounts in teams that represent the full breadth of merged corporate products and services, a 
complete portfolio of outreach strategies, and the greatest possible number of contacts within the account. This 
alignment requires companies to understand sales activities across multiple channels and to bring together 
personnel that may have been approaching the same vendor, but with different tactics, products, and sales 
targets.  

Recommendations for Accelerating Effective M&A Revenue 
Based on core M&A challenges for maximizing sales and the social graphing capabilities that TrustSphere 
supplies, Blue Hill provides the following recommendations for businesses preparing to maximize sales 
capabilities in Day One after M&A activity officially closes. 

Identify all accounts representing shared revenue-producing opportunities. This can be conducted through a 
combination of CRM and business meetings to assign representation to ensure that every client opportunity has 
been proven. 

Use the guidance of networked Big Data from communications activity (email, messaging, and unified 
communications) to bridge gaps between disparate enterprise applications tasked to track sales qualification 
and opportunity management during the transitional merger period. This data set is frequently overlooked by the 
enterprise at large. 

Prioritize pursuit of joint accounts based on merit, as defined by work activity, frequency of communications, 
and strength of individual relationship networks. By doing so, companies can create accurate recommendations 
and expert networks. This is an important proof point for data monetization, since companies ultimately need to 
evolve in situ. 

These key sales characteristics are associated with maximizing mobility. Blue Hill believes that merged 
companies can use the insight of their communications activity to quickly coordinate and empower sales teams 
on Day One. In that respect, Blue Hill recommends that companies should investigate TrustSphere as an 
innovative solution to align sales teams towards a shared goal of achieving post-M&A revenue synergies. 
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